
In a survey carried out in Marseilles, R. Establet observed that, although 64% of  
students interviewed defined themselves above all as students, 84% considered them-
selves first of  all to be young people.2 Evidently the two identities are not exclusive, 
given that one can be both young and a student, they should not be confused. To 
say that students must be considered as young people is not absolutely true, while it 
also means that their way of  life is not, in any sense, solely governed by their studies, 
but also by the much more extensive problems of  youth as a stage of  life and as the 
touchstone of  their entry into adulthood. Neither must we forget that some students, 
to a greater or lesser extent, distance themselves from their families in some cases 
acquiring a certain economic autonomy, while others begin to live with a partner and, 
in the end, “grow up” during the period of  their studies. The different stages of  this 
process play a major role in the student way of  life, though this varies according to 
a series of  factors that are not solely related to the type of  studies undertaken, but 
are also influenced by student accommodation, the location of  the study centre, the 
resources that they dispose of, etc. Thus, students are also young people, but in a 
different sense: they participate fully in a young way of  life, replete with their own 
chosen relationships and the kind of  mass entertainment that is not always specific to, 
or sufficiently characteristic of, an exclusively student environment.

Between autonomy and dependence

Alone or with the family

At Rennes, 41% of  first level students live with their families.3 This is the case 
for 44% of  the men and 38% of  the women, 43% of  whom are between 18 and 
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19 years old, and 38% of  whom are between 20 and 21 years old. Social background 
does not appear to have a significant influence on this situation and, in both Rennes 
and the university’s annexes, above all it is the distance between the family residence 
and the university that determines the type of  accommodation chosen. When this 
distance is less than 15 kilometres, 90% of  students live at their parents’ home. 
This is reduced to 45% with distances of  between 20 and 30 kilometres and falls 
to only 3% when the distance is greater than 50 kilometres. The option of  studying 
in a faculty or the central university depends, above all, on proximity to the parents’ 
house. in 70% of  the cases this is the main determining factor.4 it appears that the 
mass growth of  the universities has accentuated this phenomenon of  living with the 
family, given that 39% of  the students at Le Havre, for example, live with their fami-
lies.5 The incidence of  students living with their family varies significantly according 
to the location of  the centre. O. Galland observes that although 35% of  students 
live with their families, this percentage increases to 72% in the case of  students at 
Nantes, while it is as low as 21% for the universities of  Rennes and Besançon. If  
we add to these figures data relating to students who live in accommodation paid for 
by their parents, the percentage increases to 84% for Nantes, 58% for Rennes and 
53% for besançon.6 From the age of  24 onwards half  of  students occupy lodgings 
paid for by their parents. According to J.P. Molinari, one third of  the students at 
Nantes live with their parents. At Le Mans, where local enrolment is more important, 
this figure is 47%.7 Generally speaking, it would appear that living with their own 
families is more dependent on geographic circumstances than on any educational 
choice, insofar as it is far more common at small universities, which depend on a 
regional enrolment area.

This preponderance of  students who live with their family is not merely the 
result of  financial pressures, 65% of  the students that do so state that they are 
in no hurry to leave home.8 The issue of  family democracy is not, therefore, an 
invention, insofar as young students, do not wish to leave home on a large scale, 
even in those cases where they enjoy a considerable level of  financial resources. 
Undoubtedly the image of  the independent student escaping the family is no lon-
ger the norm. The proximity of  the study centre to the family residence is shown 
to be the first factor in the university option chosen by 44.5% of  students, well 
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above the specific course, or the prestige of  the university itself. it is evident that 
this factor has much less influence on Parisian students, who dispose of  a much 
wider range of  opportunities, yet who increasingly remain at home. in this sense, 
as observed by O. Galland and his team, things have not changed much since the 
time of  the “Héritiers” 9. Most surveys show that this sectorisation is not perceived 
as an obstacle, to the extent that even cases of  “descohabitation” tend to arise from 
a “logic of  territorial continuity”.

Despite the difficulties that sharing family secrets may involve, it appears that 
the students are satisfied with their family relationships, they also enjoy numerous 
advantages, above all in the case of  middle class families in which a certain “fa-
mily democracy” is practised.10 O. Galland observed that 85% of  students are of  
the opinion that their relationships with their respective families are good, and 
that this provides them with both a certain autonomy and a sense of  security. 
Likewise, they also feel a sense of  gratitude for the sacrifices being made. These 
relationships appear to be rather less satisfactory among the working classes, where 
the family model may be more authoritarian, and in which the family’s sacrifice 
may result in feelings that range from gratitude to guilt. it is true that in 40% 
of  cases students share the “ideas” of  their parents, although this percentage is 
lower among students from classes that are more distanced from the “middle 
classes”; in these cases the students undergo a process of  adopting a higher cul-
tural level which gradually distances them from their families. in this sense, J.P. 
Molinari speaks of  a true cultural tension, above all in rural areas, where parents 
do not understand their children’s way of  life or work “always with their heads 
stuck in a book!”

in time students leave home, this is a progressive process that often lacks any 
actual break-away point. The percentage of  students who live with their family decrea-
ses between the first and the fourth year of  the course. in Le Havre, for example, 
it reduced from 45% to 23%.11 Nevertheless, D. Pinson notes that this separation 
is experienced more as a loss than as the gaining of  independence and freedom.12 
Even when the student lives alone, either as part of  a couple or with friends, weekly 
visits to the family continue to be frequent, the weekends are extended and family 
support persists, although there is no longer so much control.

9. The Héritiers were students from the cultured upper classes who, according to Pierre bourdieu, 
inherited the cultural capacities proper to their class. Their historic period continued up to the 60’s, with 
the Héritiers forming the majority at the university (editor’s note).
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Between occasional work and part time employment.13

50% of  students believe that, to cover their needs, they need a monthly income 
of  between 3,000 and 5,000 francs, although 27% would make do with less than 3,000 
francs. The stated “needs” increase from one level to the next, given that 59% of  second 
level students would like to receive between 3,000 and 5,000 francs, as against 45.5% 
of  those in the first year. The more modest the students’ social origins, the higher the 
percentage that believe they can satisfy their desires with less than 3,000 francs, 40.5% 
in the case of  working class children, as against 19% for the children of  executives.14 
it is evident that financial autonomy is the factor that determines entry into adulthood. 
However a wide range of  situations exists between complete financial dependence and 
independence, and a wide range of  levels of  contribution on the part of  the students 
themselves to their own maintenance. it appears that between occasional work and part 
time employment almost all students work, in one way or another15. in Tours, 85% of  
students work in the summer and 15% do so occasionally during the year16. A study 
carried out in Montpellier indicates that 60% of  students work in the summer, that 
16% work occasionally during the year and that 34% have a part time job throughout 
the year.17 in terms of  summer work, 77% work for over thirty hours a week. During 
term time, 55% of  jobs involve over 15 hours a week, and 14% over thirty hours a 
week. in Lyon, N. Commerçon detects a rate of  activity of  68%, with an increase of  
almost 10 points between the first and second levels.18 The share of  earnings generated 
by occasional work and more regular employment increases with the student’s age and 

13. independently of  the technical difficulties involved in precisely evaluating earnings and financial 
resources, we can consider the results of  a study carried out in Tours as being quite representative of  
the student condition: 56% of  students interviewed dispose of  between 1,000 and 2,800 francs per 
month; while 71% have a higher level of  parental assistance. (y. chevalier et al., Les étudiants et la ville, 
Université François Rabelais, Tours, 1993). Likewise we can also take into account the following figures 
from Montpellier: apart from rent and transport, one in two students spend less than 1,000 francs per 
month, and one in six spends over 2,000 francs. Students spend less the younger they are, when they 
live with their parents and when they go home at weekends, which does not mean that they necessarily 
cost less. (J. P. volle (ed.), Observatoire de la vie étudiante. 1. Les étudiants, Montpellier, GREGAU, 1993). 
in fact, it would seem that students have a relatively homogeneous lifestyle, with far fewer inequalities 
than in the social hierarchy in general. On the other hand, what continues to be very unequal is the 
cost of  studies for the families and the income structure.

14. F. duBet, Les étudiants, le campus et leurs études (avec B. delage et al.,), Lapsac, Plan Urbain, 
1993.

15. Legal or unofficial work is not specific to university students, given that at the present time 
this is also a factor for school children, in particular among the working class. R. ballion estimates 
that 13.5% of  those at school work during the school year, and 40.4% during the holidays. Le Monde, 
17/3/1994.
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18. N. commerçon et al., Eude d’impast d’un nouveau site universitaire en centre-ville : la Manufacture des 

tabac à Lyon, Maison Rhône-Alpes des Sciences de l’Homme, 1994.
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the time that he has been studying: the percentage of  fixed employment in the first 
year is 20%, increasing to 53% by the third year.19 In total, in Nice, 7% of  students 
work more than 15 hours a week.20 In a study of  students at Rennes, Nantes and 
besançon, O. Galland and his team observed that only 14% of  students declared that 
they had not worked at any time in the year: 25% had fixed employment, 14% had 
more or less part time work and 12% worked, at least, half  the day.21 A wide range 
of  work situations exists, from those who work on an irregular basis to obtain extra 
money for their expenses, to students who are true wage earners, including those for 
whom work provides a regular income to complement family support or grants. This 
same survey indicates that almost two out of  three students state that they work out 
of  necessity, while a third only do so to obtain money to cover extras. Only one 
student in ten works in order to improve his training. The range of  occasional jobs is 
extremely varied: baby sitting, working at fast-food outlets, cleaning companies, cheer 
leading in leisure establishments, etc. in terms of  work, it is possible to outline certain 
characteristic profiles, although the great complexity of  existing situations must also 
be taken into account.22 

A distinction can be made in the case of  the student supported by his family, 
either living at home or where the family pays his rent, ensuring that his minimum 
subsistence and daily living expenses are covered, with or without the help of  a grant. 
in this case the different “holiday jobs” in the summer represent a supplement to 
cover his expenses, but are not seen as a contribution to his education as such. This 
model is valid for the youngest group and is independent of  social origins, although 
it is particularly applicable to students with accommodation in the university cities.

The second student model is characterised by the search for supplementary 
earnings that are indispensable for a specific lifestyle and for certain leisure acti-
vities. This is the case where the family and/or the grants only cover the cost of  
lodgings or food, or both. The “supplementary” part, to cover leisure, clothing and 
books, etc. depends on having a job, which in this case cannot be occasional. in a 
subjective way, the students described in this case are under the impression that this 
increases their autonomy, and they often claim that they help their parents to pay for 
their studies. in the opinion of  some of  the students interviewed in bordeaux, the 
decision to live as a couple is often associated with passing from one category to 
another, in the same way as when the change is made from student accommodation 
on campus to an apartment in the city.

19. J. P. volle, op. cit.
20. A. chenu, V. erlich et al., Enquête sur la vie étudiante dans les Alpes–Maritimes, Université de 

Nice, SOLiiS, 1993.
21. O. galland et al., Le mode de vie des étudiants, Paris, FNSP, OSC, 1994.
22. Here i have taken my figures from an extremely wide ranging classification by Galland, ibid., 

without entering into all of  the details
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And finally we have the independent students, committed to a job that is more 
or less regular and more or less legal. This category covers a wide range of  situations, 
including: night watchman, paid substitutes, and foreign students who work at night 
in the markets, or with cleaning or maintenance companies, etc.

If  we return to the “Héritiers” we can see some of  the essential differences, un-
derlined by O. Galland in a comparison of  his own data, on today’s arts students, and 
the contents of  the book by P. bourdieu and J. P. Passeron. Work as a complement 
to studying has become generalised, and this fact is reflected in all social groups:

Students who work 
     1962   1992

Workers and employees  53.5%   45.6%
Craftsmen, salesmen  28 %   54%
Middle management  24.5%   49%
Upper management  25.5%   41%

Thus, as the students/workers of  the sixties were mainly from the lower classes, 
at the present time the different percentages are much more similar, which responds 
more to a return to economic inequalities than to the influence of  a youth lifestyle 
in which part time work occupies, as in the United States, an increasing place in the 
youth culture model. Nevertheless, the significance of  work is not the same for the 
different social levels, and the nature of  what N. Commerçon calls the “educational 
contract”, agreed between students and their families.23 Thus, for students from modest 
families, the work done in summer is a need that is written into this family contract, 
which at the same time includes passing exams. in the middle class categories, a pro-
fessional activity forms a part of  the student way of  life and is different from that 
which corresponds to the priority objective of  professional insertion. in the case of  
the well-off  classes, summer work plays the role of  training and has a professional 
end, which is emphatically written into the implicit educational contract.

Nevertheless, if  subjective independence is closely linked to economic autonomy, 
the sense of  having reached adulthood is manifest after certain more subtle changes. 
Thus, 55% of  students feel that they are adults when they control their own budgets 
with complete autonomy. One does not become an adult by making a break but 
by a series of  small, almost imperceptible, mutations: returns to the family home 
at the weekend become increasingly less frequent between the first and fourth year; 
leisure is increasingly more independent, earnings gradually increase, etc. youthful 
cohabitation, considered as a decisive criteria for adult status, increases from 3% in 
the first year to 20% in the second year.24

23. N. commerçon et al., op. cit.
24. F. duBet et al., op. cit. J. P. molinari, op. cit.
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how does one Become an adult?

The period of  university studies is also one of  changes of  status, of  the pro-
gressive acquisition of  functions, of  adult behaviour and aptitudes. The fact that this 
process takes place, in part at least, during university studies does not mean that 
it is strongly structured during the studies themselves. Effectively, if  the studies are 
subject to a succession of  levels and years, this reality is far from corresponding 
to “psychological years” or stages of  social maturity. From this point of  view the 
university is not a prolongation of  secondary school or technical college given that, 
although “freshers” (first year students) exist, there are no “veterans” as such who, 
merely as a result of  their position, have achieved more autonomy and social res-
ponsibility. Students do not see themselves as people whose personal progress leads 
them towards the status of  being “grown up” or “more grown up”, in comparison 
with school children passing from childhood to adolescence, or secondary school 
children passing from adolescence to youth. At no time, during a study carried out 
in bordeaux, did students describe their progress in terms of  these categories of  
growing maturity; there was no talk of  either “new boys” or “veterans.”25 The uni-
versity encloses the time of  youth, but does not precisely analyse its distinct stages 
and processes.

it must be said that this relative disassociation between the educational and the 
personal trajectory is sustained on certain objective grounds. The influence of  studies 
is weak, the progression of  the students is so diversified and the personal condi-
tions so multiple, that it is difficult to group them under a common denominator. 
The situations with regard to the family, earnings and living conditions are highly 
diversified. in some cases, it might be a case of  the student staying at university 
to prolong his youth, and avoiding becoming a true adult, whereas for others, this 
prolonged youth is distressing. To put it another way, entering adulthood appears to 
be both an individual and a subjective process, which is objective to the extent that 
there is no clear and unequivocal social definition that indelibly fixes the passage 
from one status to the other.26

Answering the question: “how does one become a grown up?”, students from 
bordeaux emphasise three arguments: the end of  living with the family, finding more 
important and more regular work and, finally, living as a couple. Firstly, one leaves 
the family, which involves doing your own housework and calculating budgets. Later, 
regular or occasional work increases income. And finally, one sets up house with so-
meone else “to become established”, not necessarily through marriage, but in terms 
of  a life that is emotionally and materially more independent.

25. F. duBet et al., ibid.
26. Concerning the prolongation of  youth, cf: A. cavalli, O. galland, (ed.). L’allongement de la 

jeunesse, Ed Actes Sud, 1994.
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The study in bordeaux reveals that, if  35.5% of  students live at their parents’ 
homes, this percentage is 42 at the first level and falls to 24 at the second level. if  
we accept, rather arbitrarily, that any student in bordeaux could live with his family, 
as is the case with 47.5% of  those in the first year, it can be seen that, overall, 
62% live alone. 14.5% of  students live away from their families when “they could” 
live with them. in the second year 38.5% of  the sample come from la Gironde, but 
76% of  them live alone, i.e. a difference of  37.5%. Therefore there is a “guideline” 
by which to establish oneself, which is individual and progressive, in the course of  
one’s student period. Students separate themselves from their families as the result 
of  no other “need” than that of  an autonomy that is achieved in this way.

Through an analysis of  student lodgings in Nantes, D. Pinson and his team 
observed that the choice of  accommodation formed a part of  a process of  deve-
loping “independence”.27 A room in a student residence at the university is midway 
between the family home and a flat in the city. Sharing a cheap rented apartment 
is also an intermediate stage, given that this type of  youthful cohabitation sets up 
a kind of  local solidarity, with “regions” with stronger links than those of  mere 
studying companions. it is evident that achieving autonomy through accommodation 
depends on geographic and material factors. Thus, sharing an apartment in a cheap 
block of  flats is the ideal formula, in terms of  “value for money”, for those who 
cannot afford the “ideal” of  rooms in the city centre. The “dis-cohabitation” process 
is slow, and passes from provisional to transitory and then from transitory to more 
permanent. The flat begins to change its character as the first consumer durables 
are installed. Likewise, the “lack of  intimacy” of  the halls of  residence is replaced 
by the “negotiated intimacy” of  a flat in the city. The number of  meals eaten in 
the apartment increases and people start to be invited round. This distancing does 
not appear to be related to any worsening of  relations with the family, given that 
82.5% of  the students declare themselves to be satisfied with family relations. At the 
second level, this figure is higher, 85%, than at the first, 81%.28

The provision of  economic support by families decreases from one cycle to 
the next. in bordeaux this assistance, the provision of  three quarters or more of  
resources by parents, passes from 73% to 53% between one level and the next. This 
provision increases in the case of  girls, who receive 71%, compared with 58% for 
boys. There is always more help provided in the case of  selective specialities (Medici-
ne/University institutes of  Technology), than in the more popular centres (45.5% as 
against 38%). Likewise, it varies in terms of  different types of  training: 60% for Law,  
Sciences and Economics, and the iPS (institute of  Political Studies), 46% for scien-

27. D. pinson et al., op cit.
28. F. duBet et al., op. cit.
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tific units and 32% for Humanities. Financial dependence is also seen as the main 
obstacle to the student’s status by 40% of  the sample, and by 48% of  the second 
level. it is possible that students need to be “kept”, but this is not something that 
necessarily satisfies them. “Undoubtedly i’ll feel like an adult as soon as i get my 
first real job. it’s a question of  money”. Students increasingly work while they are 
studying, despite the fact that family income is not the only determining factor of  
student employment.

48% of  students in Rennes have a vehicle, 1/3 of  the students in bordeaux 
have a car. In Rennes, the habitual use of  a car does not vary between the diffe-
rent social classes: 46% of  the working classes, 48% of  executives and employees, 
and 50% amongst farmers. it seems that the smaller and more decentralised the 
university is, the more usual the need for a vehicle of  some kind. While 37% of  
students have a car, the figure is only 29% for first level students and 51.5% at the 
second level.29 being “motorised”, i.e. owning a vehicle financed by either the family 
or the student himself, is an aspect of  the student lifestyle, which provides a certain 
degree of  independence. N. Commerçon and his team recorded that 40% of  the 
students interviewed in Lyon owned their own car, while 29% only used it to get 
to the faculty.30 J. Chevalier showed that, in the case of  students at Le Mans, the 
“motorization of  mobility” affects all aspects of  student life, with regard to both 
work and leisure: the car is both a means of  transport and one of  the key elements 
of  their way of  life.31 

becoming an adult “is to be independent of  your parents and to take charge of  
your own life, through very specific means, such as maintenance or accommodation, 
and starting to live your own life”.32 One of  the main differences between the students 
in their first year in the faculty at Lille is characterised by the specific destination of  
the money provided by the parents of  well-to-do families in monthly allowances and, 
in the case of  more modest families, in the form of  occasional payments. yet by the 
third year, independently of  social origins, the practice of  an overall provision “to 
spend as you please” has become generalised.33 Students tend to space out the time 
they spend with the family. As time passes, family encounters are less frequent. “They 
have to live their own lives, as their parents live theirs”. Weekly visits to the family 
home diminish from 22% at the first level to 13% at the second. And, more than 
anything else, total dependence is left behind, given that, with the money from partial 
employment, they no longer owe anything to anybody; above all when such money, as 
in the majority of  cases, is used for leisure and their own personal lives.

29. F. duBet et al., ibid.; cf, equally N. Commençon et al., op. cit.
30. N. commerçon et al., ibid.
31. y. chevalier, op. cit.
32. F. duBet et al., op. cit.
33. b. convert, M. pinet, La carrière étudiante. Contribution à une sociologie de l’étudiant, Ecole centrale 

de Lille, 1994.
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Living as a couple appears to be a decisive step towards adulthood. “i will 
consider myself  to be grown up when i’ve taken the decision to live with someo-
ne and, at that time, i will no longer count on support from my parents, i’ll take 
complete charge of  my life”. “i’ll feel like a real man when i have a woman; if  
not, the faculty is eternal adolescence”. Cohabitation increases as the years pass: the 
average is 9.5%. At the first level it is 3%, although this increases to 20.5% by the 
second level. if  we take into account the iNSEE figures, quoted by O. Galland, the 
percentage of  student cohabitation outside of  marriage continues to be particularly 
low in relation to the national average: 44% among boys and 36% among girls aged 
between 20 and 24 in towns with between 100,000 and 200,000 inhabitants.34 Living 
as a couple is a decisive stage, insofar as “one is not only responsible for oneself ”, 
and where one ceases to solely belong to one’s family.

A mathematics student describes the passage to maturity as a series of  “combina-
tions” between economic, family and personal logic systems. That is why there is no 
general guideline for entering adult life. youth’s uncertainties and ambiguities mature 
at the university. There, they are developed, all the more so insofar as students have 
ambivalent feelings about their future. The future often seems far from bright, given 
that 69% of  students state that they are concerned about unemployment, even at 
the second selective level, where the figure is only 56%. Social origin is not a shield 
for their anguish, insofar as this is more common among the children of  executives 
than among those of  workers. Likewise, 21% of  students consider that fear for 
the future is the main disadvantage of  their status as students. Concern about the 
future affects girls far more than boys, worrying 77% as against 59%, with 24.5% 
of  girls stating that this is the main disadvantage of  their status as students, while 
only 16.5% of  boys feel this way, and are inclined to postpone the moment when 
they take their professional tests. in fact, that is what they do, given that 34% of  
them believe that free time is the main advantage of  their status as students, and 
this figure does not vary very much from one year to the next.

The data collected reveals a clear difference in the rhythm of  reaching maturity 
between boys and girls. Girls appear to be more closely connected with their families 
and to receive more support than boys. They have more numerous opportunities for 
part time or occasional work, but are less often employed in steady jobs and are more 
concerned about the future. Among girls, it is as if  the model of  more traditional 
family dependence was still operative, as if  they were already aware of  the specific 
disadvantages in the employment market. in this sense, the variations between the 
sexes are minimal but constant.35

34. Ibid.
35. These observations are in convergence with those of  C. Baudelot, R. estaBlet, Allez les 

filles, Paris, Seuil, 1992.
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the douBle liFe oF students

Emigrant or sedentary

in a great many cases, the student way of  life can be seen as a stage that is 
“split” down the middle between university life and youthful life in the family, or 
with companions unconnected with the world of  the university. The researchers of  
the “Observatoire” investigating student life in Montpellier, indicate one of  the diffe-
rences between sedentary and emigrant students.36 The emigrant is the student who 
returns home every weekend and makes an effort to limit his time spent at university 
to that which is indispensable to follow the essential courses. 73% of  students at 
Dijon spend all of  their weekends with their families and another 13% do so every 
fortnight.37 44% of  the students at Rennes go home every weekend, which is also 
the case of  over half  of  those whose families reside within a radius of  30 to 200 
kilometres of  the city.38 These weekly migrations mainly involve the use of  public 
transport and private cars, which have become an essential ingredient of  the way of  
life of  provincial students.

All of  the studies carried out in the provinces underline this phenomenon of  
a double life, which sometimes suggests a case of  breaking away, when the students 
in question are “freshers” and come from families that are culturally distanced from 
university standards and values. Emigrant students include the youngest, who live in 
the cheapest lodgings, and who tend to live on campus. Sometimes, as in the case of  
bordeaux, the campuses empty out on Thursday afternoons, except for their foreign 
students who suffer a feeling of  captivity. The sedentary students are the veterans, 
who tend to live in the city centre, although it is the emigrant students who really 
give life to the university. This is so to the point that certain departments and the 
TRU (Training and Research Unit) avoid giving classes on Monday mornings and 
Friday afternoons or Saturdays.

Student social life is influenced by this duality. All of  the surveys indicate the 
differences that the students establish between their colleagues from the university it-
self  and their friends from older relationships, such as those from school, from their 
hometown, and from sports clubs, etc. When it comes to taking part in sports, they 
are more inclined to do so with friends than with university colleagues: students more 
frequently choose the team from their hometown than that of  the university. According 
to students in bordeaux, they even tend to fall in love more frequently outside the 
university environment than they do as the result of  encounters in the lecture halls 
of  the faculty. Evidently this duality is much greater in the popular universities than 

36. J. P. volle, op. cit.
37. F. Bourdon, C. peyron, Le cas de la délocalisation du premier cycle de Droit à Nevers, Dijon, 

Université de bourgogne, LATEC, 1993.
38. J. pihan et al., op. cit.
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in the more select and integrated sectors, which tend to favour a certain team and 
corporate spirit. Of  late, this duality has proved more dominant in educational terms, 
as is the case in high schools or University Institutes of  Technology. Nevertheless, B. 
Convert and M. Pinet observed the same migratory mechanism, and the same double 
life, among Parisian students of  middle class origins, at university in Lille; insofar 
as possible, they return to life in their home town.39 O. Galland indicates that this 
double life is satisfactory for most students, as it shapes a personal space in which 
they combine their autonomy with a certain security and instrumental relationships 
with emotional relationships. This double life gently compensates the transition to 
the status of  adulthood and allows them to establish the distance that they want to 
maintain from their family. The distance grows gradually, with greater lengths of  time 
between family visits, where they manage to establish their own secret life, without 
cutting off  family ties. Thursday nights out, filling certain of  the city’s cafes and 
bars, are like ceremonies that mark the borderlines between one life and the other, 
the end of  the university week and the return to “civilian” life. These get-togethers 
are common place in the majority of  provincial universities, above all at bordeaux, 
Montpellier, Rennes, etc. and are the most palpable, and at the same time the most 
spectacular, collective expression of  student life.40 On Thursday nights, certain cafés 
and bars are obligatory points of  reference for student life, where they “have a 
good time”, often drinking too much, and where young students feel that they are 
entering the real student world. Some high school students also go along, looking 
for a taste of  what is to come and mixing with “real students”. Perhaps this is 
the only time, apart from demonstrations, when students act as such in a collective 
way. They can thereby affirm that they form part of  the student world, at a time 
when they still return home to their families every weekend, to their “other life”. 
The more experienced students tend to avoid such get-togethers, judging them to 
be “infantile”, and look to acquire a rather more sophisticated relationship with the 
city. Their concepts of  citizenship and urban trajectory penetrate beyond these cafes 
and bars that symbolise the world of  students.41

Sometimes, it so happens that the worlds of  friends and colleagues come toge-
ther, through the “brotherhoods” formed by countries. This is particularly the case 
of  uprooted minorities. Foreign students who live on campus do not identify or 
organise themselves on the basis of  what they study, but rather on the basis of  their 

39. b. convert, M. pinet, op. cit., cf  also F. peron et al., Brest ville universitaire: pratiques et perceptions 
du campus, de l’agglomération brestoise et de la région par les étudiants brestois, brest UbO. AUCUbE. 1993.

40. R. allain et al., Rennes, ville universitaire : relations sociales, économiques, culturelles, de loisirs entre université 
et ville ou quartier, Université de Rennes ii, AURAUR, 1993; M. L. Felonneau, Territorialités étudiantes et 
symbolique urbaine, Université de bordeaux iii. CRiAM, 1994; J. P. volle, op. cit.

41. M. L. Felonneau, ibid. it seems that at these university annexes and in small and medium sized 
towns, such get-togethers are less evident due to the fact that the students leave during the week.
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origins, which constitutes a much stronger tie. On the campus at the University of  
bordeaux, students from the Antilles, the Maghreb, and Africa, etc. structure their 
relationships around associations and festivals that link them to their country. in 
this way they create the emotional security that they lack, as well as a network of  
support and information that is indispensable for adapting to university life. in fact, 
this social structure responds to a “minority’s logic”. A double life is created on the 
basis of  the conflict between studies and the community, which occupies part of  
the environment set aside for the family and “real friends”. African students at the 
University of  Nice define themselves, at the same time, as students and intellectuals, 
as well as immigrant workers, given that this is what they are taken for as soon as 
they leave the strictly university territory.42 These students “avoid going into town” for 
fear of  encountering racist attitudes that can even include aggression. in particular, 
travelling by bus can involve bothersome incidents, such as avoiding sitting next to a 
black, etc. Likewise, there is the fear of  being taken for an illegal immigrant, while 
African students generally avoid going to certain places, such as the beach or the 
old town centre of  Nice. On the other hand, the university city is over invested and 
on campus extensive networks of  collaboration are set up: to search for lodgings, 
jobs, thesis supervisors, etc., with the network acquiring, in this way, a truly national 
dimension. Veterans look after recent arrivals, through a system of  “tutoring” and, 
through parties and dinner invitations. A community world, organised on the basis 
of  nationalities, is formed. Durkheim’s description of  the cosmopolitan student word 
of  the Medieval universities evokes the role of  such brotherhoods, which structured 
the relationships between students from the same origins.43

The campus and the city

Student life is not solely governed by weekly migrations and the juxtaposition 
between friends and colleagues. in many university cities there is a certain antagonism 
between the campus and the city itself, and between work and “life”, that profoundly 
structures the student way of  life. in this sense, we must bear in mind that, since 
the 1950s, campuses in France have been built on the outskirts of  the city and are 
in no way comparable with the typical Anglo-Saxon campus. They were designed as 
places of  work and to meet the basic needs of  the students, but are not places with 
their own life, with cafeterias, auditoriums, shops, etc. Despite recent efforts on the 
part of  the rectors of  universities and the municipalities, when the last class finishes 
the campus empties out, in the same way as factories or offices.

42. J. streiFF-Fenard, P. poutignat et. al., Etre un étudiant africain dans l’université française. Le cas 
de Nice,, Nice, iDERiC, 1993.

43. E. durKheim, L’évolution pédagogique en France, Paris, PUF.
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in bordeaux, Rennes, Nantes or brest, as well as in many other cities in which 
different surveys have been carried out, the same opposition can be seen between 
the campus, seen as a functional space or a “teaching machine”, and the city that 
takes in the essential aspects of  a youthful world.44 16% of  the students at Angers 
stay on the campus after classes have finished. “The students have accommodation 
in the city, but do not live there”, states J.P. Volle.45 in order to escape from the 
“nocturnal desertion” of  the campus, most students prefer to live in the city centre; 
the more advanced they are in their studies, the more likely they are to abandon the 
campus, which is shown to be a way of  entering student life. On the other hand, 
for foreign students, it offers them a protective environment, even though it isolates 
them even more. Likewise, students believe that living together on campus soon 
becomes a loaded and monotonous way of  life; which is when they take an interest 
in the city, with greater diversification and more freedom of  choice.

The campus, seen from the functional point of  view of  the consumer, is a 
terrain reserved for “useful” studies and alimentation, and the surveys carried out 
at Rennes and bordeaux, by means of  a system of  mental clichés, indicate that for 
half  of  the students the campus is no more than a studying environment and has 
no further interest for them apart from that which is essential, and on which no 
emblematic monument exists. At brest, 75% of  students stay on campus for five or 
six days, eating an average of  five meals there; 20% never eat there at all.46 There is 
no doubt about it: the campus is no more than a suburban university, with all that 
this image of  emptiness and atomisation implies. Nevertheless, students are relatively 
uncritical in terms of  the reality of  the campus, and the majority of  them are not 
nostalgic for the “intramural universities” and the “little Latin quarters” of  the provinces. 
The functional campus will suffice for them in terms of  their studies and, in most 
cities, the biggest problem is transport, which is more important to them than the 
organisation of  the campus or the structuring of  their social life. The distancing of  
one world from the other in this “double life” is of  greater concern than the “double  
life” itself. The students do not dream about an ideal campus, the maximum expres-
sion of  a student community; enclosed in functional and utility-orientated expectations 
within their concept of  the campus, the symbiosis of  their youthful life and the 
world of  study is something of  relatively little importance.

The historic city centre and certain streets that make up the student district, along 
with their bars, cinemas and meeting points for the Thursday night get-togethers, 

44. Cf  the majority of  the studies in the “University and Town” programme, in particular those 
of: G. moser, E. ratiu, Pratiques de l’espace universitaire et budget-temps des étudiants dans deux universités “intra 
muros” et deux campus périurbains, Paris V, Laboratoire de Psychologie de l’Environement, 1994.

45. J. P. volle, op. cit.
46. F. péron, op. cit.
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represent an alternative to the traditional concept of  the campus. The city centre is 
overvalued because it represents a mixture of  genres and activities and because it is 
both “cultural” and “young” at the same time, allowing students to wander round 
as they please. Even in the case of  Nice, in which the university centres are within 
the city, they seem as if  they were “outside”, creating a poorer and more limited 
perception than that of  the city.47 A. Sauvage observes that these perceptions are 
not too different from those of  the city’s inhabitants, whose topics and clichés are 
shared by students.48

The location of  universities in working class suburbs has little influence on the 
rupture between the campus and the city. Studies carried out in Vaulx-en-Velin and in 
bron, indicate that the relationship between the population and the students is non-
existent; the “city” continues to be the centre of  Lyon,49 as in the case of  the National 
School of  Public Works, which is effectively enclosed within itself. in Marseilles, in 
the del Merlan quarter, the distancing between the faculty and the quarter confirms 
the rule. Even for the 44% of  students who live there, if  they want to have “fun” 
or to live a little, they go into Marseilles50. in Cergy, the situation is the same: as well 
as indifference, a certain amount of  hostility has been registered between students 
and local youths5.1 Surveys carried out among students in the Saint Martin d’Hères 
and Belsunce quarters of  Marseilles, where the Puget faculty is located, show that 
these neighbourhoods do not represent a prolongation of  the campus. The students 
trivialise these spaces, conceding to them merely instrumental functions.52

The binomial relationship between the campus and the city serves to reinforce 
student identity more in the provinces than it does in Paris or its outskirts. As noted 
by O. Galland, in Nantes there is no student environment as such, while students 
at Rennes and besançon identify themselves with certain student neighbourhoods 
and certain “drinking areas” clubs or shopping zones. Provincial cities have not 

47. A. chenu, V. Erlich, op. cit.
48. A. sauvage et. al., Rennes, Ville universitaire : ville centre, centre-ville et université. Scénario. Rennes, 

LARES, SCET, 1993. A study carried out in bordeaux suggests that the perception of  the city and 
the campus may vary a little according to the course chosen. For the Sciences, with closer links to a 
relatively enclosed and older campus, the city is simply seen as a decorative backdrop. in terms of  the 
Humanities, the campus is defined as a “teaching machine” and bordeaux as “their” city, as a space 
set aside for pleasure. Even so, all such variations are quite tenuous and do not affect the fundamental 
duality between campus and city. Cf  M. L. Felonneau, op. cit.

49. L. aBdelmaK, J. Jeanneret et. al., Les sites d’enseignement supérieur en périphérie de grande agglomération. 
Recomposition urbaine et articulation université ville: Le cas de Vaulx en Velin et de Bron. Université de Lyon ii, 
ECT, ENTPE, ASTER, TEN, 1993.

50. R. estaBlet et. al., op. cit.
51. M. leroux, R. curie et. al., Confrontation et accomodation dans la ville : l’implantation de résidences 

universitaines à la Croix Petit à Cergy : analyse ethno-sociologique d’une turbulence urbaine. Paris iRESCO. GRASS, 
1993.

52. A. tarrius, D. Filatre, M. di Benedetto, Aménagements universitaires et dynamiques intra-urbaine, 
Recherche exploratoire, Marseille, TRANSiT, 1993.
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completely lost their student environment while, in the capital, student areas are less 
recognisable, despite the over-publicised image of  the Latin Quarter. Likewise, the 
fact that provincial students live less frequently and less time at their parents home 
(22% in besançon, as against 78% in Nantes) increases the perception of  their own 
territory held by students as a whole. Urban student social life is less intense in Paris 
than in the provinces. The “student area” only exists in provincial towns and cities. 
Perhaps this situation can be explained by the relatively important mobilisation of  
today’s provincial students, as clearly shown by their battle against the “Professional 
insertion Contract”, in March 1994. The question of  the great university city, parti-
cularly Paris, as the founding centre of  student identity, has more to do with myth 
and nostalgia than reality. The systematic comparison sustained by G. Moser and 
E. Ratiu, between students on two campuses –Nantes and Rennes ii, on the one 
hand– and two intramural universities –Censier, in Paris and François Rabelais, in 
Tours, on the other— shows that the organisation of  time is more varied and flexible 
in Paris, where there is a wider range of  opportunities and the level of  expectations 
is higher.53 Parisian social life is, however, less tied to the framework of  the university 
than in provincial centres. On the other hand, the migratory phenomenon is irrelevant 
in Paris, where home visits are scaled to a greater degree during the week. in the 
intramural universities, students spend more time at the centre, and university contacts 
are more restricted. in Paris, although the students are more integrated with the city, 
they are less so in their role as students.

Thus, we observe the rather paradoxical effect of  the rupture between campus 
and city. it seems that attachment to the city and the symbolic appropriation thereof  
is greater among students on the campuses, to the extent that the functional, and 
“neutral”, character of  the campus is opposed to the city as the environment of  
the student lifestyle in itself, insofar as it could even be said that the city is then 
“desired” as an expression of  this way of  life. Students at intramural universities prefer 
to merge with the city, given that this indicates, to a lesser extent, their collective 
identity. The city/campus pairing is so fundamental that it is often no more than 
the spatial expression of  the student’s own double identity. Students are defined in 
terms of  their studies on campus and seen as young people in the city.

university students and high school pupils

Rapid mass growth in the student population and the introduction of  new univer-
sity networks in small cities has resulted in the emergence of  new types of  students, 
differentiated from “mass students” by their social and cultural characteristics, as well 
as their way of  life, that tends to be similar to that of  high school pupils.

53. G. moser, E. tatiu, op. cit.
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being able to enrol in the first level at university annexes, located in small cities 
and towns, directly depends on the resources of  the parents. This is also associated 
with an unsettling idea of  student life in the big city. Only a small minority of  
students in these annexes experience such geographic sectorisation as an imposition 
(13% as against 8% in central universities).54 Conversely, proximity is the determining 
factor of  an option that allows them to live with their families and close to their 
school friends. As one history lecturer at bordeaux said: “Students at university an-
nexes have made the choice not to be students”.

A survey carried out in the Poitiers region shows that university annexes and 
University institutes of  Technology in small cities and towns have allowed the en-
rolment of  students who, if  this had not been the case and without this proximity, 
would not have continued to study.55 in this sense, students at Angoulême, where the 
majority come from working class families, lag behind in their studies in comparison 
with their colleagues at Poitiers. There are more technological degrees, because the 
“harder” it seems to pass a particular degree –with category C or D or an hono-
rific mention- the higher the level of  enrolment in large cities and throughout the 
territory as a whole. Thus, in Angoulême, 48% of  SEA (Social and Economic Ad-
ministration) students had not applied to Poitiers and, if  the faculty of  Angoulême 
had not existed, 15% of  them would have started working directly after school. One 
particularly interesting aspect of  these students is that they are “less motivated” and 
their application for enrolment often arrives after they have been rejected elsewhere. 
Could it be that these students are less prepared? Whatever the case may be, their 
exam results are lower than those of  their colleagues at the central universities.

A survey carried out among first level Law students at Nevers confirms these 
observations.56 Here too, social enrolment is significantly lower than at Dijon: 13% as 
against 34% of  the children of  executives and 48% of  the children of  workers or 
employees, as against 28% in Dijon. 45% of  the students at Nevers, as against 78% 
of  those at Dijon, state that they “freely” chose where to study. Among these new 
types of  student, the student lifestyle is frankly less consolidated than in the larger 
cities. The students live with their parents and 74% of  them only ever eat at home, 
they go out less and go to cafeterias and cinemas less often than their colleagues 
from Dijon. School exam marks are significantly lower in Nevers and the student 
“environment” is seen as more negative, insofar as students do not feel that they 
belong to a student community.57 As pointed out by J. M. berthelot, a process of  

54. J. pihan, op. cit.
55. J. L. marchais, Influences des délocalisations universitaires sur le recrutement, le profil, les cursus et les 

débouchés des étudiantes, Poitiers, institut d’Economie Régionale, 1991, 1992, 1993.
56. F. Bourdon, C. peyron. Le cas de la délocalisation du premier cycle de droit à Nevers, LATEC. Dijon.
57. The same conclusions can be drawn from the E. Verschave, S. bortolino et. al., study. Les 
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Lille, Université du littoral, 1993.
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“secondariness” can be detected in the annexes, which is not solely due to “second 
class” recruitment, but also to maintaining a “secondary” way of  life.58

“At the annexes it’s as if  you were still at school”. The culture of  student “nights 
out” has not reached the university annexes, given that these students come from a 
class where such traditions do not exist and they find themselves in towns or small 
cities where they do not exist either. Definitively, this “high school pupil” attitude is 
to a lesser extent the result of  the reduced facilities of  the annexes themselves than 
the notion of  studies. The university, even though it continues to be a source of  
hope, has lost some of  its symbolic meaning for the new candidates, who continue 
to be tied to their family and their adolescent friendships.

youth culture

is there a way of  life that characterises students? And does an easily recogni-
sable style that would allow them to be identified, actually exist? Except for certain 
evident factors, such as the organisation of  time, which is specific to the pacing 
of  studies that are combined with different kinds of  work,, and with the exception 
of  the pace of  life prior to examinations, the relationship of  students with culture 
appears to be very different today from what it was at the time of  the “Héritiers”. 
With mass higher education, students can no longer be defined on the basis of  their 
particular relationship with culture, but on the basis of  the heterogeneous nature of  
these relationships and their adhesion to a mass youth culture, which is much more 
than a style pertaining to the students themselves.

Student leisure and entertainment activities are similar and informal. An affinity 
is established among friends and university colleagues on the basis of  opportunities 
and mutual preferences. in terms of  the more informal aspects, students almost 
always manage to escape from cultural and sports programmes. Thus, student life 
appears as a “pilgrimage” between old and new friendships, between colleagues and 
friends, between disparate amusements and specific spheres of  sociability.59 At the 
University of  Angers, for example, 50% of  students go out on the town once a 
week and go to the cinema in a systematic, almost hegemonic, way. Half  of  them 
take part in some kind of  sports activity, although half  of  these do not belong to 
any specific club; they are more interested in “keeping in shape” than in competing. 
The majority of  those who belong to some kind of  sports club choose a “civilian” 
association. 70% of  the students at Angers do not belong to any association and 

58. J. M. Berthelot, “Les effets pervers de l’expansion des enseignements supérieurs : le cas de 
la France”, Les sociétés contemporaines 1990, 4.

59. AUCUbE, Les processus d’intégration sociale des étudiants à propos des sites de l’Université de Bretagne 
Occidentale, St brieuc, Atelier d’Etudes et de Recherches, 1993.
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only 3% are in a union.60 O. Galland collected identical data: 30% of  students be-
long to an association, as against 24% of  young people out of  the population as 
a whole, although the difference, it must be said, is hardly significant.61 The social 
life of  students is not necessarily organised: 59% state that they belong to a group 
whose aim is to “go out on the town” in 51% of  cases, to take part in sports in 
18%, and “to eat” in 7%. in terms of  the associations to which they belong, in 
62% of  cases the aim is sporting, in 22% of  a cultural type, in 14% religious, and 
in 9% of  cases of  a political or union type.

As pointed out by b. Convert and M. Pinet: “Today’s students sleep at night 
and on Saturday nights, just like everyone else, and they go to the cinema”.62 70% 
of  first year students get up before eight o’clock in the morning and 80% of  them 
go to bed before half  past eleven”. in Rennes, three quarters of  the students go to 
the cinema once a month, while 80% never go to the theatre.63 In fact, these leisure 
activities depend, for the most part, on social origins. becoming a student has no 
fundamental affect on student tastes; it does not mean that they will become actively 
involved in a particular student culture: the theatre and classical music concerts con-
tinue to be the preserve of  the upper classes, “cultural goodwill” appears amongst 
the middle classes and the cinema predominates in the preferred activities of  the 
working classes. This state of  afairs does not prevent students from criticising the 
cultural sub-infrastructure of  the campus and of  these provincial cities or towns, in 
this way showing their “good will” and adhesion to a higher culture, in the same 
way as many television watchers deplore the “level” of  television programmes but 
continue to watch TF-1 rather than the Art Channel.

A study carried out in Nice clarifies three of  the principal relationships between 
students and culture.64 Cultural activities of  a youthful type, which can be defined as 
similar to those of  all young people, include: discotheques, sports, rock concerts, 
etc. This is a masculine style, holding sway in the UiT’s (University institutes of  
Technology) and the bTS’s (Superior Technical Diploma) among students with social 
class origins among employees, sales staff  and workers. The traditional style, in whi-
ch there is a certain preference for the cinema, jazz and “music hall”, is prevalent 
among older students and those from higher social classes. Finally, there is a small 
cultured elite, who go to the theatre, to classical music concerts and to the opera; this 
is particularly characteristic amongst girls and older students from the more cultured 

60. D. penneau-FontBonne., Conditions de vie des étudiants et accessibilité à un ensemble de services. 
Université d’Angers, 1993.

61. O. galland et. al., op. cit.
62. B. convert, M. pinet, op. cit.
63. R. sechet poisson, J. P. peyron et al., Les universités de Nantes et de Rennes et leurs antennes : espace 
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social classes. This characterisation reveals, above all, that the pole of  “cultural” 
tastes is well below the youth pole of  the “masses”, and that students do not differ 
much from the rest of  society. Their relationship with culture is no more than an 
extension of  that of  society as a whole: it is more childish and populist among the 
youngest and most culturally deprived, and more cultivated and less populist among 
older students and those from the more privileged classes.

Student preferences are linked to age and social origins: they tend to avoid “ex-
treme” tastes, such as hard-rock, in the same way that they reject extreme political 
ideas. Students from the more privileged classes have more possibilities, though they 
are equally “average”. Surveys on students and culture carried out in Grenoble con-
firm these observations.65 There is no true “student culture”; attitudes continue to 
be correlated with the main variables, depending on social origin, the overall climate 
of  “cultural opinion” and the sex division. These results also generally confirm di-
fferences between scientists and artists. Those who are actively engaged in, initiated 
in, or fans of, refined or avant-garde culture are a small minority, with the majority 
of  students having no particular interest in culture at all. 60% of  students have 
never been to a museum, and 75% have never been to the theatre. The percentages 
among the French population as a whole are 70% and 85% respectively. “What we 
could catalogue as a “common student condition” does not actually exist outside the 
discourse of  those who question whether or not it does exist”.

This medium term character is shown by the preference for the cinema and 
sports as student leisure occupations. Their preferences with respect to films are 
exactly the same as those of  other young people and they also clearly prefer the 
most fashionable actors. We must, however, point out one significant difference bet-
ween students and the rest of  the population; they are below average consumers of  
television, watching it for forty-five minutes a day during the week and an hour and 
fifteen minutes on Sundays. Television is not the chosen form of  entertainment in 
the world of  students who prefer activities that involve a more selective sociability.66 
Nevertheless, a survey carried out at Le Mans shows that this sociability is much 
more focused on group entertainments, such as meeting up in bars and cafes, than 
on any kind of  institutional cultural consumption. Such cultural infrastructures as the 
MJC and newspaper reading rooms are frequented more by high school pupils and 
“non-students” than by university students.67

in summary, students are only young people, just like the rest, with the exception 
of  a “cultured” sector, whose origins are related to social and hierarchical enrolment 
from “cultivated” origins, and who particularly study literature and arts. The student 

65. F. & N. Bertheir, Les étudiants grenoblois, les loisirs et la culture, in A. pessin et. al., Les étudiants 
et leur culture, Université de Grenoble ii, ARSA, 1994.

66. N. commerçon, op. cit.
67. Y. chevalier, op. cit.
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lifestyle is an “extension” of  scholarly activity. With the exception of  certain very 
specific cases, the influence of  the university does not transcend a strictly university 
framework. What has most weight in the characterisation of  students is the double 
life that they lead, the positive aspect of  which is that it creates space for their 
autonomy which allows them to structure their youth.68

The condition of  being a student which, being so widespread, covers an ample 
sector of  youth, thus appears to be a youthful way of  life that is extensively juxta-
posed with respect to the studies themselves. This mode of  life is contained within 
an extension of  young people’s existence consisting of  successive mutations and 
progressive separations, moving towards a growing independence. it is equally defined 
by the various social conditions of  the student’s origins and depends on where the 
university is located, the economic and social conditions of  the individuals attending 
it and existing cultural hierarchies. This is particularly the case among young students. 
These ways of  life are contained within a series of  dualities that lead us to affirm 
that the condition of  being a student is more of  an activity and a progression, than 
a status or a “way of  being” in itself.

* * *

The establishment of  mass higher education has diluted and diversified student 
way of  life and their experiences to an extreme extent. This situation is often para-
doxical. Most of  the time, it is the medium sized cities that have best maintained the 
aspect and ambience of  a student city, in which they have their own neighbourhoods, 
with their own cultural and social activities that are defined by the students. On the 
other hand, it is difficult for small cities and towns, where university annexes have 
been set up, to acquire this character, which seems to have been set aside for high 
school pupils. in terms of  the campus, this graft does not seem to have been very 
positive, because the city or town continues to conserve its capacity to attraction and 
offer cultural input, and in France, campuses continue to be considered as shelters 
for students and not as model types for universities.

68. The priority conceded to culture in the double life of  students may, in part, explain the weak 
impact of  the cultural policies conceived by the universities. Cf  “Evaluation de l’opération ‘Un tramway 
nommé culture” in A. pessin, et. al., op. cit.




